FIV vector systems.
Why is feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) such an appealing candidate for gene therapy vector development? Phylogenetic analysis suggests FIV is only distantly related to the primate lentiviruses, and despite repeated exposure, neither seroconversion nor other detectable evidence of human infection occurs. FIV naturally infects diverse Felidae worldwide, including the domestic cat. Here, the disease progression parallels the immunodeficiency caused by HIV, and for that reason, FIV and the cat provide an excellent model for anti-virals and AIDS vaccine research. Simple genome organization also facilitates vector development and analysis: FIV has only three accessory/regulatory proteins. To overcome FIV's cat-specific tropism, feline vectors are equipped with hybrid LTRs, since the FIV LTR shows low activity in human cells. Recombinant FIV vectors generate titers comparable to other lentiviral systems, are capable of incorporating heterologous envelopes and efficiently transduce dividing and nondividing cells in the presence and absence of the accessory proteins in vitro. Compared to HIV vectors, FIV vector development is still in its infancy, but initial in vivo data in various species and tissues indicate long-term gene expression at therapeutic levels, and thus FIV vectors hold great promise. Future efficacy studies in animal models and primates will determine the FIV vectors' suitability for gene therapy. The design of recombinant FIV vectors incorporates safety features described for primate lentiviral vectors with the benefit that biosafety testing of FIV vectors can occur in the natural host. Currently, FIV vectors are generated in a transient fashion, but the availability of a stable producer system amenable to better characterization and scale-up will considerably increase the potential for use of FIV vectors in the clinic.